Hair how-to
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“Having my
ly
hair styled cur
made a really
nice change!”

Who?

Chris Francis

Where?

Jamie Stevens London
9 Russell Gardens
London
W14 8EZ
www.jamiestevenshair.com

Chris says…

I was pretty open-minded and open to
suggestions as I felt I’d had exactly the
same hairstyle for such a long time. I
had a consultation with Tasha a couple
of days before about the colour, as I
hadn’t completely dyed my hair for
more than 25 years, so I was a
little nervous!
I felt my hair was in pretty good
condition, but a bit dry and straggly at
the ends – a cut was well overdue.

A trim and
curl make all
the difference!
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Tasha and Jonathan say…

We all had a good chat about Chris’s
hair at the start of the makeover,
including her concerns about taking
the leap to an all-over colour, how she
likes to wear her hair and how often
she has her hair cut. As Chris normally
wears her hair straight, we
thought it would make a
nice change to style it curly.
For the colour, we wanted
to keep it as close to Chris’s
natural colour as possible so
she felt more comfortable
with a less visible re-growth.
We also made the cut
more manageable through
thinning the sides so that
Chris can have the option of
wearing her tresses down,
or in a clip at the back of
Fiery tones
the head.
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Chris’s tresses…

Chris with Tasha
and Jonathan

Hair how-to

Pretty
in pastels

Who?

Charlotte McMaster

Where?

Jason Hall Hairdressing
101 Colinton Road
Edinburgh
EH14 1AL
Tel. 0131 444 1244
www.jasonhallhairdressing.co.uk

Charlotte says…

I was fed up with being blonde and the
constant upkeep of colour, but I still
wanted a hue that was very individual
and really liked the pastel tones that are
on-trend at the moment. Style wise, I
loved the length of my hair but felt it
was really shapeless. I was open to any
ideas the salon could give me, too!

Jason and Emma say…

We started by colouring Charlotte’s
hair using L’Oréal Professionnel Majirel
range. We picked a dark, all-over colour
that matched her natural hair colour,
but added large slices of pink, purple
and blue pastel tones. After this we
shampooed and conditioned the hair
before using a Kérastase treatment to
enhance the colour. We then cut in a
lovely soft sweeping fringe and added
lots of soft layers round Charlotte’s face.
We then cut choppy layers into the
crown area and gave her a voluminous
blow-dry to finish gave a soft, full look.

‘I love my
new hue!’

Charlotte’s new
hue is applied

Charlotte with
Jason and Emma
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Some choppy
layers add texture
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